Truck Utilities Draining Your Fuel & Batteries?
Morgan & eNow Energy Solutions Have the Answer!

What is it?
eNow is a proprietary solar panel system that uses the latest
in technology to capture and convert the sun’s energy to
power batteries, lift gates, refrigeration units, & HVAC units.

What is the big deal?
It generates “clean renewable energy”, thereby reducing
operating costs and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. This
helps your company become more profitable, while enhancing
the driver experience and helping to protect the environment.
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Features & Benefits of eNow No-Idle
Charging System :
• Charges batteries even when the truck is not in use
• Improves fuel efficiency and reduces CO2 emissions
• Ruggedized components for strength and durability
• Ease of installation and service based on the unique
requirements of the transportation industry
• Systems are built to transportation industry standards
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Call Your Nearest Morgan Factory-Owned Service Centers Today!
Pennsylvania
Todd Keller
111 Morgan Way
Morgantown, PA 19543
(610) 286-2224

Colorado
Jay Contreraz
4985 York Street
Denver, CO 80216
(303) 501-9746

Georgia
Tommy Stepp
4120 Highway 411 NE
Rydal, GA 30171
(770) 548-2290

Florida
Wisconsin
Don Foster
Mike O'Neal
4434 Maine Ave
3100 East Morgan Way
Lakeland, FL 33801 Janesville, WI 53547-0466
(863) 397-4838
(608) 756-4577 ext.4258
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MORGAN / eNOW COLLABORATION OFFERS CUSTOMERS THE POWER OF THE SUN

Morgan Corporation, known for innovative truck body designs for over 60 years, is once again
finding new ways to make the Best Body in the Business even BETTER!
According to Morgan’s Director of New Business Development, Paul Jarossy -- “sometimes
advancements involve new or better design or materials; and sometimes it means solving
problems with technology that was never fully applied in the past.”
Morgan’s latest effort was an off-shoot of their interest in maximizing the fuel efficiency of their
vehicles. “While we’ve made great strides in reducing vehicle weight to reduce fuel consumption,”
says Jarossy, “we recognized that fuel is often needed to run accessories such as generators and
compressors. So we began to consider ways in which we could eliminate that dependency by finding an alternate source of energy. The technology
is ‘out there’, we just needed to identify the right partner, then adapt and apply it to meet the needs of our customers.”
In 2014, Morgan began discussions with solar panel manufacturer eNow Energy to explore the possibility of using solar panels to power multiple
truck body utilities, instead of relying completely on engine-driven or traditionally powered battery-operated systems. Initial tests using the system
to consistently power truck lift-gates were successful and efforts were expanded to include the use of solar energy to operate other components as
well.
Additional designs to make the systems more efficient, effective and affordable were completed and Morgan drew up specs to allow for the optional
mounting of solar panels across the rooftops of their entire line of truck bodies.
According to Jarossy, “energy can be immediately converted and used to power components”. Un-used energy is stored in batteries for use when
direct sunlight isn’t available – at night, in inclement weather or when the vehicle is parked indoors.”
Jarossy explained that the panels are able to charge whenever sunlight is available, regardless of whether the vehicle is running or parked in a lot.
The power-storage system is substantial enough to power the electrical components of the average unit. If re-generation isn’t possible, the system
automatically falls into fail-safe mode -- which is essentially the same alternator-charged battery system the industry has always relied on.
“The benefit of eNow is that we’re able to use a free source of energy to operate components. That reduces fuel consumption, reduces cost and
reduces greenhouse gases – without reducing the system dependability we rely on to do business. The savings also help to offset the cost of the
system, and that speeds return on investment.” Says Jarossy, “Every day that the sun is shining is a good day!”
Morgan’s eNow solar panels are available for mounting on Morgan’s full range of truck bodies, and at all Authorized Morgan service centers across
the U.S.
For additional information please contact Todd Keller at 610-286-2222 or visit our website - www.morgancorp.com/enow.
About Morgan Corporation
Morgan Corporation is the premier producer of truck bodies and van bodies in North America since 1952, specializing in the manufacture of dry
freight van bodies, custom cargo truck bodies, refrigerated truck bodies and stake/platform bodies. A combined twelve manufacturing and service
facilities located throughout North America provide quality products, superior service, and prompt delivery to our customers wherever they may
be. To learn more, visit www.morgancorp.com.

